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Abstract
In this paper a new resolution to the gamer’s dilemma (a paradox concerning the 
moral permissibility of virtual wrongdoings) is presented. The first part of the paper 
is devoted to strictly formulating the dilemma, and the second to establishing its 
resolution. The proposed resolution, the grave resolution, aims to resolve not only 
the gamer’s dilemma, but also a wider set of analogous paradoxes – which together 
make up the paradox of treating wrongdoing lightly.

Keywords Gamer’s dilemma · Computer games · Graveness · Virtual child 
molestation · Virtual murder

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to present a new resolution to the gamer’s dilemma (Luck, 
2009a). This is done by first formulating the dilemma as a paradox and then 
identifying its scope. A set of analogous dilemmas are then introduced to suggest 
that the gamer’s dilemma is actually an instance of a more general paradox: the 
paradox of treating wrongdoing lightly. If true, a resolution to this new paradox will 
also constitute a resolution the gamer’s dilemma. To this end  a resolution to this 
new paradox is proposed: the grave resolution. We begin with the formulation (and 
then reformulation) of the gamer’s dilemma.
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2  What Is the Gamer’s Dilemma?

The gamer’s dilemma is a puzzle concerning the moral permissibility (henceforth 
permissibility) of two acts we might perform, typically when playing computer 
games.

The first act is virtual murder. Broadly speaking, virtual murder occurs when one 
character murder’s another in a virtual environment, such as a computer game. How-
ever, the focus here is on instances where players are involved. In particular, where 
players intentionally cause their character to murder another in a computer game. An 
example of this would be a player directing their character to drive over an innocent 
pedestrian – killing them – in the game GTA 5 (in circumstances such, were the 
game world actual, it would constitute actual murder).1 For the sake of simplicity we 
shall limit our discussion to instances where the character being murdered is a non-
player character (or NPC).

Many consider virtual murder permissible.2 This is often on the grounds that no 
one is actually murdered – it is just a game.3 However, this defence also seems to 
apply to a second type of act: virtual child molestation (also referred to as virtual 
paedophilia).

Broadly speaking, virtual child molestation occurs when an adult character 
molests a child character in a virtual environment, such as a computer game. How-
ever, we again focus on instances where players are involved. In particular, where 
players intentionally cause their adult character to molest a child character in a 
computer game. An example of this would be someone playing a 40 year-old man 
driving up to a young boy in a GTA  style game, luring them into his car and grop-
ing them (in circumstances such, were the game world actual, this would constitute 
actual child molestation). Again, for the sake of simplicity we shall limit our discus-
sion to instances where the character being molested is a NPC.

Many consider virtual child molestation to be impermissible.4 However, it is hard 
to see what the relevant difference is between virtual murder and virtual child moles-
tation. Why? Because defences of virtual murder (such as the just a game defence) 
also seem applicable to virtual child molestation (for no one is actually murdered 
or molested in such games). But if the two acts are analogous, and virtual murder 
is permissible, then the following argument can be made for the permissibility of 
virtual child molestation:

1 It is worth noting that Heinrichs (2020) believes that this type of analogy (between an actual wrong-
doing and it’s virtual counterpart) “while occasionally resulting in correct results by chance—leads to 
absurd results when applied across the board” (p.2).
2 Although Ali (2015), Nader (2020) and Flattery (2021) all give reason to think that certain instances 
of virtual murder are always impermissible. And Tilson (2018) provides reason to think all instances of 
virtual/simulated murder are, to some extent, wrong.
3 The ‘just a game’ defence is also sometime known as the ‘magic circle’ defence. For a great overview 
of this defence see Nguyen (2017).
4 Although Ali (2015) gives us reason to think that certain instances of virtual child molestation may be 
permissible.
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1. Virtual murder is permissible.
2. There is no relevant difference between virtual murder and virtual child molesta-

tion, in respect to being permissible.
  So,
3. Virtual child molestation is permissible5

This argument serves as a good introduction to the gamer’s dilemma. It shows 
that if we want to reject 3, then we must show that 1 is false, or 2 is false, or that 
the argument is invalid. Why is this a problem? Because 1 and 2 are plausible (or at 
least they are not implausible) and the argument seems valid.

The dilemma can also be presented as a paradox, by removing the inference and 
changing the permissibility of virtual child molestation in 3, as follows:

1. Virtual murder is permissible.
2. There is no relevant difference between virtual murder and virtual child molesta-

tion, in respect to being permissible.
3. Virtual child molestation is impermissible.

I have a slight preference for this presentation of the gamer’s dilemma. This 
is because it can be easier to critically regard the truth of each of these proposi-
tions when they are not presented in a way that suggests one of them is “an appar-
ently unacceptable conclusion derived by apparently acceptable reasoning from 
apparently acceptable premises” (Sainsbury, 2009, p.1). So we shall continue with 
this paradox in mind. To resolve this dilemma (or, more precisely, trilemma) we 
must either show that, at least one of the propositions is false, or that the set is not 
inconsistent.6

Many proposed resolutions to the dilemma seek to demonstrate that 2 is false7; 
that is, they argue that there is a ‘relevant difference’ between virtual murder and 
virtual child molestation (in respect to their permissibility). However, clearly dem-
onstrating something constitutes a relevant difference isn’t as straightforward as it 
might initially seem. So, to help us to better evaluate such resolutions, let us next 
consider exactly what constitutes a relevant difference.

5 This formulation was originally given by Luck (2017, 2018, p.157), and has also been followed by Til-
son (2018, p.208), Bartel (2020, p.122), Nader (2020, p.239), and Öhman (2020, p.139).
6 Another option is to attempt to dissolve (as opposed to resolve) the dilemma, by that showing that 
at least one of the propositions is actually implausible. In which case the dilemma fails to get off the 
ground. Ali (2015) and Ramirez (2020) provide excellent examples of this approach.
7 For example, Bartel (2012), Young (2016), Kjeldgaard-Christiansen (2020), and Milne and Ivankovic 
(2021).
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3  What Is a Relevant Difference?

To illustrate the notion of a relevant difference let us examine an argument provided 
by Bartel (2012). Bartel seeks to establish a relevant difference between virtual mur-
der and virtual child molestation, and so demonstrate the falsity of 2. Let’s use this 
example to better understand what relevant differences are and how they work.

Bartel asserts that “there is a relevant moral distinction to draw between virtual 
murder and virtual paedophilia that is able to justify the former but not the latter” 
(11), and that if his argument stands “then we can take the gamer’s dilemma to have 
been resolved.” (16). In other words, he is attempting to resolve the dilemma by 
showing that 2 is false.8 Bartel does this by arguing that virtual child molestation is 
pornographic, and pornography sexualises inequality.9 In which case, as sexualising 
inequality harms women, such acts are impermissible.

Bartel’s argument against 2 can be expressed as follows:

4. Virtual child molestation sexualises inequality and virtual murder does not.
5. If an act sexualises inequality then it is impermissible.

So,

6. There is a relevant difference between virtual murder and virtual child molesta-
tion, in respect to being permissible

And if 6 is true, 2 will be false – and so the dilemma is resolved.
I think Bartel’s argument is valid.10 However, it’s validity might not be obvious. 

To make its validity clear let us consider exactly what a relevant different is.
A relevant difference between two actions, in respect to permissibility, is a dif-

ference in their properties – such that one action possesses a property necessary for 
permissibility, but the other one lacks this property. (This difference would explain 
why one action is possibly permissible, but not the other.) This proposal can be for-
mulated as follows:

If A has some property that B lacks and something is a C only if it has this 
property, then there is a relevant difference between A and B in respect to 
being a C.

10 Although perhaps not sound. Luck and Ellerby (2013) provide reason to question the truth of premise 
4; as not all instances of virtual child molestation are pornographic (e.g. an instance of molestation that 
is initiated by the player, but not depicted – imagine the screen fades to black after a player initiates the 
act then the game picks up in such a way that we a clear about what has just occurred).

8 It has been argued elsewhere (Luck & Ellerby, 2013) that Bartel might only intend to provide an expla-
nation of virtual child molestation’s impermissibility that does not apply to virtual murder (which would 
not resolve the dilemma), rather than an argument for a relevant difference between them (which would). 
For our purposes, we will put this possibility aside.
9 Note that, like Bartel, I think the sexualisation of inequality may be playing an important role. For it is 
also an instance of oppression, which may help to explain why some wrongdoings are graver than others. 
I flesh this out in Section 7.0.
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In other words, a relevant difference in respect to being a C, is a property that 
one thing has but the other lacks, which is necessary, but not necessarily suffi-
cient, for being a C. At least two questions arise from this formulation.

First, why is this property necessary for being a C? Let us return to Bartel’s 
resolution to help explain this. Bartel holds that sexualizing inequality is a rel-
evant difference between virtual murder and virtual child molestation. Which, 
on this formulation means if something sexualizes inequality then it is imper-
missible. Or, put another way, if an act is permissible then it doesn’t sexualize 
inequality. Or, put more awkwardly, a necessary property of something being 
permissible is it not sexualizing inequality. To help us understand why this prop-
erty is necessary, let us imagine for a moment that it wasn’t. This opens the pos-
sibility that something might sexualize inequality and yet still be permissible. 
Which in turn would make it possible for both virtual murder and virtual child 
molestation to be permissible. Which is not the intended outcome of establish-
ing a relevant difference. So, the property we use to establish a relevant differ-
ence must be one which is necessary (but not necessarily sufficient) for being a 
C.

Second, why is this property not necessarily sufficient for being a C? Let us 
again return to Bartel to help explain this. Bartel holds that if something is per-
missible then it doesn’t sexualize inequality. However, it doesn’t follow from 
this that anything that doesn’t sexualize inequality is permissible. Insider trad-
ing, for example, doesn’t sexualize inequality, but that doesn’t mean it is permis-
sible. This is why, although the property in question is necessary for being a C 
(in this case, for being a permissible act), it doesn’t follow that it is sufficient for 
being a C.

So, in the case of Bartel’s resolution, we can recognize that there is a rel-
evant difference between virtual child molestation and virtual murder (in respect 
to being permissible) if virtual murder doesn’t sexualize inequality, but virtual 
child molestation does. For anything which does sexualize inequality is imper-
missible, and for anything to be possibly permissible it must not sexualize ine-
quality. Given this understanding of a relevant difference, Bartel’s argument is 
valid.

What does this mean for the formulation of the gamer’s dilemma? It means 
that one way to show 2 is false, is to show that virtual murder has a property nec-
essary for permissibility that virtual child molestation lacks. Which would show 
that virtual murder is possibly permissible, whereas virtual child molestation is 
not – which would be a relevant difference. So, to help focus challenges to 2 it 
might help us to reformulate 2 as follows:

2. It is not the case that, virtual murder has some property that virtual 
child molestation lacks, where such acts are permissible only if they have this 
property

With 2 reformulated like this the gamer’s dilemma should now be a little 
clearer. And this clarity will help us later on to evaluate a new resolution: the 
grave resolution. A resolution which also attempts to establish a relevant differ-
ence (i.e. suggest 2 is false). However, we can make things clearer still by now 
turning our attention to the limits (or scope) of the dilemma.
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4  Does the Dilemma Hold in all Cases?

The force of the dilemma is determined, in part, by whether it holds for all cases of 
virtual murder and virtual child molestation, or just some of them. In this section, 
reason will be given to limit the dilemma to only some cases. Why argue for the 
scope of the dilemma to be limited? Because it makes the dilemma more defensi-
ble. However, limiting the dilemma’s scope to the right set of cases is (as we shall 
see) difficult.11 As we are caught between reason to maximize the dilemma’s reach 
(and thus a resolution’s explanatory strength), and reason to minimize its reach (to 
make it more defensible). To introduce this issue let us consider Ali’s attack on the 
dilemma without any limits.

Ali argues that “it is neither the case that all acts of virtual murder are accept-
able, nor that all acts of virtual pedophilia are unacceptable”(p.268). To illustrate 
this point, consider the following game-classification case:

Bob works for a government classification board. One of his duties is to play 
new computer games and recommend appropriate ratings. Because (and only 
because) it is his duty to play such games he performs the act of virtual child 
molestation.

In this case, Bob seems to be doing something permissible (he is attempting to 
familiarize himself with the contents of the game in order to recommend an appro-
priate rating). And if Bob is acting permissibly, the following argument could be 
mounted:

7. Virtual child molestation in the game-classification case is permissible

So,

8. Not all cases of virtual child molestation are impermissible

This argument seems to show that proposition 3 of the dilemma is false:
3. Virtual child molestation is impermissible
A result which would resolve the dilemma.
However, because 3 is expressed as a generic claim it is not clear whether this 

argument does actually resolve the dilemma. The argument would clearly show 3 to 
be false if 3 were expressed as a universal claim:

3. All cases of virtual child molestation are impermissible
Which in turn would call for the following reformulation of the dilemma:

1. All cases of virtual murder are permissible.

11 If Ali (2015) and Nader (2020) are correct, then this difficulty may be explained by the fact that there 
is no dilemma to limit. For they argue when comparing virtual wrongdoings of similar games types 
the dilemma dissolves. So (putting aside the possibility that the dilemma might hold when comparing 
wrongdoings in different games types) the edges of the dilemma might not be there to be found.
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2. It is not the case that, all cases of virtual murder have some property that all cases 
of virtual child molestation lack, where such acts are permissible only if they have 
this property.

3. All cases of virtual child molestation are impermissible.

Let us call this the unlimited formulation of the dilemma. Because of counterex-
amples such as the game-classification case, the unlimited formulation seems too 
weak to defend. So, the dilemma should be limited to avoid such cases. And some, 
such as Ali (2015) and Bartel (2012), have attempted to do just this. Let us consider 
next these two proposed limitations.

Ali suggests that the dilemma be limited to those cases where the “gamer lets her 
context be dictated by the in-game context” (p.270),12 that is, where players play the 
game (by and large) as the designers intend.13 In a different vein, Bartel believes that 
the dilemma should be limited to cases where the acts are depicted on-screen (p.15). 
If limitations such as these two were in place, the dilemma would have the following 
schema:

1. X cases of virtual murder are permissible.
2. It is not the case that, X cases of virtual murder have some property that Y cases 

of virtual child molestation lack, where such acts are permissible only if they have 
this property.

3. Y cases of virtual child molestation are impermissible.

In this schema, X and Y refer to the types of cases to which we should limit 
the dilemma (X and Y might be the same set of cases). This way of thinking about 
the dilemma strengthens it insofar as it limits the range of possible counterexam-
ples it is exposed to under the unlimited formulation (such as the game-classification 
case). This seems like the right way to think about the dilemma – and we shall con-
tinue with this schema in mind. However, we leave open what X and Y are. Why? 
Because, as we shall see next, getting X and Y right is difficult (and, as I will argue, 
we might not need to pin them down).

When limiting the dilemma, we should be wary of omitting cases where the prop-
ositions of the dilemma are plausible (that is, seem to be true, or at least not obvi-
ously false). For example, if we were to follow Ali, and limit the dilemma to cases 

12 Ali argues that when virtual wrongdoings have similar in-game contexts, the permissibility of 
these acts will also be similar. For example, if virtual murder and virtual child molestation both occur 
within the a storytelling game where “neither the representations nor the viewpoint of the game are 
objectionable”(p.271), then both acts will be permissible. Likewise, if these virtual acts both occur in 
simulations, then both acts will be impermissible. This leads to the conclusion that, when the acts being 
compared occur in the same context there is no dilemma. In other words, when comparing similarly posi-
tioned acts, if 1 is true then 3 will be false (and vice versa).
13 By limiting the gamer’s context this way Ali (2015) attempts to saves the dilemma from becoming 
trivial. For without it he argues the “morality of virtual acts will turn on whether the gamer engages with 
these acts in a morally perverse manner or not, and not on the type of act performed (p.269).
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where players play the game as the designers intend, then we would be omitting the 
following case:

Imagine a game like GTA 5 that allows players to virtually murder. However, 
unlike GTA 5, it also allows players to virtually molest children. The game’s 
designers intend players to follow the game’s storyline whilst also enjoying 
simulating various activities (like driving tanks, skydiving, etc.). Now con-
sider two similar players: Andy and Ben. Both play the game in a manner not 
intended by the designers – that is, they play in a specifically competitive way 
- both are trying to see who can cause more virtual harm than the other. Andy 
does this by running over innocent pedestrians, but refuses to virtually molest 
children. Whereas Ben has no such qualms and proceeds to virtually molest 
children.

If it is plausible that Andy’s actions are permissible, whilst Ben’s are not, and it is 
not obvious what the relevant difference is between their actions, then this case still 
seems like an instance of the gamer’s dilemma.14 However, if we limit the dilemma 
to cases where players are playing the game the way their designers intend then this 
case will fall outside its scope.

The same point can be made in relation to Bartel’s limitation, where the dilemma 
is limited to cases where the virtual acts are depicted on screen. Consider the follow-
ing case:

Imagine a game like GTA 5 that allows players to virtually murder. However, 
unlike GTA 5, it also allows players to virtually molest children. However, in 
this game these two acts are not depicted. Rather, the screen fades to black dur-
ing these acts and the game continues on afterwards, with either a dead body 
lying at the player’s feet, or a crying child. Now consider two similar players: 
Andy and Ben. Both play the game the same way. However, although Andy 
virtually murders people, he refuses to virtually molest children. Whereas Ben 
has no such qualms and proceeds to virtually murder and molest.

If it is plausible that Andy’s actions are permissible, whilst Ben’s are not, and it is 
not obvious what the relevant difference is between their actions, then this case still 
seems like an instance of the gamer’s dilemma. However, if we limit the dilemma to 
cases where the acts are depicted, then this case will also fall outside its scope.

14 Nader (2020) doubts such a case could be an instance of the gamer’s dilemma; for “in competitive 
games where the players are murdering/molesting non-participants in the competition, both virtual mur-
der and virtual child molestation are intuitively impermissible since the rules do not override our intui-
tion”; as opposed to, for example, boxing matches – where the rules of the competition override our intu-
ition that hitting someone is wrong, as “it is permissible to hit your opponent within a boxing match…
because by entering into the ring they consent to it” (Luck, p.282). However, there are plenty of instances 
where murdering NPCs have occurred in competitive games with few complaints. For example, for many 
years one could murder innocent hostages in Counter-Strike (until the hostages were made invulnerable 
in later versions), and in Rampage (a competitive game in which you play a monster) you are rewarded 
for murdering humans. Both games were hugely successful. However, their success would probably been 
curtailed somewhat were they to feature the rape of children, rather than the murder of adults.
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Note that I am not suggesting that the dilemma should not be limited (it should be); 
only that there are dangers in doing so. Ideally what we want is a way of limiting the 
cases to only those where the dilemma seems at large. Of course, we can do this explic-
itly as follows:

X and Y are those cases where the propositions of the dilemma seem plausible, 
and the set seems inconsistent.

However, this isn’t too helpful. Yet, we should be looking for a limitation like this 
one, insofar as it maximizes the dilemma’s reach. What we want is for X and Y to limit 
the cases to those where each proposition of the dilemma is plausible, and the set seems 
inconsistent - and so excludes cases like the game-classification case, whilst including 
as many cases as possible where the dilemma holds.

Why look for a limitation that maximizes the dilemma reach? Because, if we are 
aiming for a single resolution (that is, one resolution for every instance of the dilemma), 
only such a limitation will suit. And why look for a single resolution? Because, unless 
we have reason to do otherwise, we should try to maximize explanatory strength. That 
is, we want as few resolutions as possible to resolve as many instances of the dilemma 
as possible.

Note that I’m not suggesting a single resolution exists, or that there are not multiple 
possible resolutions that we could employ to resolve different instances of the dilemma. 
Only that we should aim for a single complete resolution…at least until we know better.

The purpose of this section was to confirm that the dilemma should be limited, and 
indicate why pinning these limits down is difficult; for we are caught between reason 
to maximize the dilemma’s reach (to reduce the need to produce alternative resolutions 
to closely related dilemmas), and reason to minimize the dilemma’s reach (to make 
it more defensible by baring certain possible counterexamples). So how should we 
proceed?

Without knowing the exact limits of the dilemma, one way to proceed is to look for 
a resolution that has a very wide scope. Consider this following analogy: even if you 
don’t know which room in your house the termites have built their nest, you still might 
be assured that treating the whole house with pesticide will resolve the problem. Simi-
larly, maybe we are able to offer a resolution to the gamer’s dilemma without knowing 
its exact limits, providing that the resolution’s scope is wide enough. It is in this vein 
that we proceed.

In the next section we will consider a set of dilemmas which contains the gamer’s 
dilemma and others of a similar kind. With this set in mind a new paradox will be 
presented: the paradox of treating wrongdoing lightly. To employ the termite analogy 
again: just as the house contains the termite infested room, this new paradox contains 
the gamer’s dilemma. And, just as treating the whole house treats the infested room, 
resolving this new paradox should also resolve the gamer’s dilemma.
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5  What Is the Paradox of Treating Wrongdoing Lightly?

Our aim now is to consider a new paradox – the paradox of treating wrongdoing 
lightly. This paradox encompasses not only the gamer’s dilemma, but also those 
dilemmas with the same form and content. The purpose of establishing this new 
paradox is to develop what Davnall (2020) might refer to as a deflationary resolu-
tion, where “the gamer’s dilemma just as an instance of a more general problem” 
(p.2). In order to introduce this new paradox, let us begin by considering a real, and 
very English, television show, Midsomer Murders.

Midsomer Murders is a murder mystery show set in the fictional picturesque Eng-
lish county of Midsomer. Each episode centres on Detective Chief Inspector Barn-
aby’s attempts to solve a murder. The show has a light-hearted, quaint, and often 
comedic tone (for example, in one episode someone is “amusingly” murdered by 
a cheese wheel). What has this got to do with the gamer’s dilemma? It is relevant 
because there may be an analogous dilemma lurking in Midsomer. To see this, 
imagine a bold new spin-off to Midsomer Murders – Midsomer Molestations.

Midsomer Molestations is similar to Midsomer Murders in every respect save 
one. Rather than solving a murder case in a light comedic manner, Midsomer 
Molestations involves solving a child molestation case in a light comedic manner.15 
If viewers of Midsomer Murders were to feel that there would be something wrong 
with viewing Midsummer Molestations, they would now be faced with what we 
might call the Midsomer dilemma:

1. X cases of viewing Midsomer Murders are permissible.
2. It is not the case that, X cases of viewing Midsomer Murders have some property 

that Y cases of viewing Midsomer Molestations lack, where such acts are permis-
sible only if they have this property.

3. Y cases of viewing Midsomer Molestations are impermissible.

Why is this pertinent? Because the Midsomer dilemma and the gamer’s dilemma 
seem quite similar. They have the same structure and very similar (but not identical) 
content. Given their similarity, it would not be surprising to discover that they both 
had the same resolution. This might suggest we look for resolutions that appeal to 
the shared features of both dilemmas. Which would mean that a potential resolu-
tion to the gamer’s dilemma that relies on, for example, the active nature of com-
puter games, would not suit; as it wouldn’t be applicable to the Midsomer dilemma 
(since consuming fictional content on T.V. is typically a passive activity).16 So, such 

15 This is not to suggest that all forms of entertainment that treat child molestation in a comedic way will 
be intuitively impermissible. For example, transgressive comedies such as It’s Always Sunny in Philadel-
phia and The Family Guy routinely treat child molestation in such a way. However, the context of such 
shows (be it their satirical nature, or some other feature), seems to eliminate, or at least obfuscate, our 
normal intuitions regarding the graveness of such matters. However, such features are in limited supply 
in Midsomer.
16 This is not to say that the active nature of games is irrelevant; it just can’t be a necessary property 
of the resolution (if the resolution is to apply to the wider set). But this still allows for the active nature 
of games to play a key role in an indirect way (for a subset of the dilemmas). For if we discover that all 
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a resolution would not be able to address both dilemmas. Which would suggest that 
we are barking up the wrong tree by pursuing this line, if both dilemmas have the 
same resolution.

Of course, there are plenty of other examples of this type of dilemma. For exam-
ple, why is it that some people are happy to attend murder mystery dinners (where 
actors play out a murder over dinner and participants look for clues to catch the cul-
prit), but presumably these same people would be less happy to attend a molestation 
mystery dinner. Why it is that we are happy to knowingly sing merrily along to The 
Beatles song “Maxwell’s Silver Hammer” (which is about a serial killer bludgeon-
ing various people to death), but would be warier of singing merrily along to a song 
cheerfully describing the exploits of a child molester?17 If our intuitions across these 
examples are all turning on the same relevant difference, then this would suggest the 
heart of the dilemma does not lie solely in computer game ethics.

In seeking the heart of the dilemma, we might start by asking what is common 
to the above cases. Each involves an a fictional wrongdoing.18 That is, a representa-
tion of a wrongdoing. And these fictional wrongdoings occur in modes of entertain-
ment (such as computer games, upbeat pop songs, dinner games, and a light-hearted 
T.V show). Perhaps this is important. Maybe we should not be engaging with some 
fictional wrongdoings, like child molestation, in such modes (at least not in some 

fictional wrongdoings that have property A are impermissible, and one way for a fictional wrongdoing to 
have this property is for gamers to act in a certain way, then their activity is will be salient (insofar as it 
relates to property A). But this can’t be the only way for a fictional wrongdoings to have property A (oth-
erwise property A couldn’t be used to resolve the wider set of dilemmas).

Footnote 16 (continued)

17 A further example of this shift in thinking is presented by Kieran (2006) regarding the French movie 
Man Bites Dog. This movie is about Ben, a serial killer who is portrayed as both “funny and charm-
ing, talking about having to do [i.e. kill] a postman on the first day of every month and the difficulties 
involved in getting rid of dead bodies (especially midgets)” (p.138). However, although cinema audi-
ences found Ben’s murderous exploits funny, the mood changes abruptly; as Kieran reports, “everyone 
laughed up until the central [rape] scene and from then on the atmosphere was deadly quiet” (p.138). 
This shift in intuitions is also reflected in an experiment by Sabo and Giner-Sorolla (2017). They con-
clude,
 …that one may be given a pass for enjoying violent video games and films, or having aggressive 
thoughts towards another individual. Consequently, these fantasies may be seen as relatively benign and 
nonconsequential. When the fictional acts, however, involve a bizarre and socially unacceptable use of 
the body, they are not granted the same pass that is given to fictional social harm. Not only do these acts 
signal a poor character, they are seen as a cause of future indiscretions. As it turns out, not all fiction is 
treated equally and, while it is all make-believe, impure fiction is associated with very real consequences. 
(p.152)
18 Care must be taken here, as the term ‘fictional wrongdoing’ might be understood in different ways. 
Consider the Shakespearean play Julius Caesar. Upon witnessing the murder of Caesar during a produc-
tion of this play you might whisper to your friend “This isn’t fiction, it actually happened in 44 B.C.E!”; 
in this sense the murder is not fictional. However, your friend responds “This is a play. No one has actu-
ally been murdered”; in this sense the murder is fictional. It is the latter sense that it intended here. The 
term fictional wrongdoing has also been adopted by Mildenberger (2017) and Tilson (2018) in this con-
text. It might also be worth quickly considering the distinction between virtual and fictional wrongdo-
ings. The term ‘virtual wrongdoing’ typically refer to wrongdoings that are represented in computer 
games (or digital worlds). Whereas the term ‘fictional wrongdoing’ refers here to a representation of a 
wrongdoing. So, whilst all virtual wrongdoings are fictional wrongdoings, not all fictional wrongdoings 
are virtual (for example, a murder in a T.V. drama is a fictional murder, but not a virtual murder).
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cases). Why not? Perhaps it is because in doing so we are treating these fictional 
wrongdoings, and by extension the actual wrongdoings to which they relate, too 
lightly.

What does it mean to treat something lightly? For our purposes we can think 
of it as acting with an insouciant, carefree or light-hearted attitude towards some-
thing; the attitude one typically holds when playing a computer game like GTA 5, 
or watching a TV show like Midsomer Murders. And why is it impermissible to 
sometimes treat things lightly? Maybe because it can be disrespectful, ignorant, 
insensitive, cavalier, or offensive etc. For our present purposes we need only sug-
gest it is plausible that it is sometimes impermissible to treat things lightly. We leave 
unanswered, for now, the question as to why this might be the case. To better under-
stand the notion of treating something lightly, it is worth comparing it to two related 
notions also brought up in the context of the gamer’s dilemma: Seddon’s playfulness 
(2013) and Young’s poor taste (2019).

One example of treating something lightly is playful engagement, as identified 
by Seddon (2013). When someone playfully engages with, for example, a computer 
game they treat it lightly. However, as Seddon notes, not all people that ‘play’ do so 
playfully. For example, a professional e-sports gamer might play a computer game 
with a serious attitude (p.4).19 This point also applies to treating things lightly. As 
not everyone partaking in something that is typically treated lightly (like a rom-
com) may be treating it this way. For example, a film critic watching a rom-com 
may watch it with a very serious attitude. It is also worth noting that, although play-
fully engaging with something may be an instance of treating something lightly, not 
all instances of treating something lightly will be playful. For example, a person 
might treat an issue lightly by not giving it much thought, or treat a custom lightly 
by barely adhering to it. In such cases, the person holds a carefree or light-hearted 
attitude towards the issue or custom, without playfully engaging with it.

A second example of treating things lightly are instances of poor taste, as identi-
fied by Young (2019). Where an action “is said to be in poor taste if it is believed 
to trivialize something one considers to be immoral”(p.467). For example, treating 
the Holocaust lightly by making a crude joke about it might be an instance of poor 
taste (if it is believed the joke trivialises the Holocaust and the Holocaust is judged 
as immoral). But not all cases of treating something lightly will be instances of poor 
taste. For example, I might treat an OH&S presentation lightly by not listening to 
it, but this isn’t obviously an instance of poor taste (in Young’s sense or a general 
sense). Also treating something lightly may not be dependent on the beliefs and 
judgements Young identifies. For example, one might treat the Holocaust lightly by 
making a crude joke about it, even if no one holds a trivializing belief about the 
joke, or judges the Holocaust to be immoral. That is, the possibility remains that 
one might treat something lightly, even if nobody thinks so (for people – even all of 
them - can be wrong).

19 Interestingly, although a professional gamer may not be treating a first person shooter game lightly 
when they ‘play’ it, it may still be possible for them to treat the representations of violence contained 
within the game lightly (by, for example, being unconcerned with what they might represent).
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So, there are interesting connections between playfulness, poor taste and treat-
ing things lightly. And noticing these connections will help us to avoid conflat-
ing these overlapping categories, and focus more squarely on the relevant cases; 
cases where wrongdoings are treated lightly by engaging with their representa-
tions in a carefree or light-hearted manner. It is these cases which are the fodder 
of the paradox of treating wrongdoing lightly.

If it is plausible that it is sometimes wrong to treat fictional wrongdoings 
lightly, then the paradox of treating wrongdoing lightly might be expressed as 
follows:

1. X cases of treating fictional murder lightly are permissible.
2. It is not the case that, X cases of treating fictional murder lightly have some prop-

erty that Y cases of treating fictional child molestation lightly lack, where such 
acts are permissible only if they have this property.

3. Y cases of treating fictional child molestation lightly are impermissible.

But perhaps this does not go far enough. Why? Because the same type of 
dilemma seems to appear if we exchange murder and child molestation with other 
wrongdoings.

Within some computer games, such as The Sims, players can trap innocent 
characters in door-less bare rooms for simulated years, in circumstances such, 
were the game world actual, it would be false imprisonment of a most tortuous 
kind. Yet we hardly blink an eye. However, if a game were introduced which 
enabled players to direct their Viking hordes to rape the women of a village, we 
would be less dismissive.

Within some computer games, such as Skyrim, players can take very valua-
ble items from innocent characters in circumstances such, were the game world 
actual, it would be stealing of a particularly egregious kind. Again, few eyes 
blink. However, if a game were introduced that enabled players to shout homo-
phobic insults at gay characters, we would be less dismissive. So, what do these 
examples tell us about the paradox?

That other types of actions may be able to stand in for virtual murder and vir-
tual child molestation tells us that the heart of the paradox may be wider still. To 
better determine its width, let us now focus on these wrongdoings.

There are two groups of wrongdoings to consider. First, there are those wrong-
doings, such as murder, false imprisonment and stealing, that seem permissible to 
treat lightly (at least in some cases – X cases). Let’s call this first group fair-game 
wrongdoings. Second, there are those wrongdoings, such as child molestation, 
rape, and homophobic abuse, that seem impermissible to treat lightly (in some 
cases – Y cases). Let’s call this second group off-limits wrongdoings. With this 
distinction between fair-game and off-limits wrongdoings in place we can now 
broaden the paradox to:

1. Treating fair-game wrongdoings lightly is permissible.
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2. It is not the case that, fair-game wrongdoings have some property off-limits 
wrongdoings lack, where treating such wrongdoings lightly is permissible only 
if they have this property.

3. Treating off-limits wrongdoings lightly is impermissible.

Understood this way, the paradox no longer applies merely to the playing of com-
puter games, or to cases of fictional murder and fictional child molestation. Its reach 
is now far wider. (In fact, although we are focusing here on cases where wrongdo-
ings are treated lightly by engaging with their representations in a carefree or light-
hearted manner, I imagine the paradox may apply more broadly still.)20

The aim of this section was to establish the paradox of treating wrongdoing 
lightly. Why do this? Because if we can resolve this paradox, we also resolve the 
gamer’s dilemma and other analogous paradoxes.21 To illustrate this, let us now con-
sider a potential resolution to the paradox: the grave resolution.

6  What Is the Grave Resolution?

Before introducing the grave resolution, it may help to provide an indication of 
what is meant here by graveness (for this property will play a central role). Grave-
ness refers here to something like seriousness or solemnity. For example, Covid-
19 is very grave, as it’s spread has resulted in the deaths of over a million people; 
this loss of life being both serious and solemn. Whereas, a red traffic light luck-
ily turning green just before you were about to stop your car isn’t grave; such an 
occasion is neither serious nor solemn. One thing to stress is that graveness is here 
intended to be an objective property. That is, it is not determined (at least not com-
pletely) by what people think is serious or solemn. For example, the Holocaust is 
both serious and solemn, regardless of whether people regard it as thus. Note that 
this is not an attempt to give an account of graveness; it is merely an indication of 
what is intended here (and the resolution itself may be compatible with alternative 
understandings.)

20 For example, imagine an case where a detective guffaws at a murder report (perhaps because the vic-
tim had a funny name), and then later guffaws at a child molestation report (perhaps for the same reason). 
If we were to judge the earlier guffaw permissible but not the later, but we can’t easily point to a rele-
vant difference, then our puzzlement might also be captured by this paradox. In other words, the paradox 
doesn’t require fictional wrongdoings to take center stage (as the murders in this case are actual).
21 It is worth noting two concerns with this approach. That, by establishing a single paradox that encom-
passes the wider set of analogous paradoxes, we might: (a) make it harder for people to see that these 
paradoxes, although related, may be distinct and should be dealt with accordingly; and (b) if a resolution 
is found, it may only offer a resolution by appealing to the most general property shared by the analogous 
paradoxes. In regard to point (a), this is valid concern with all ethical justifications that are proposed 
to be far reaching. For example, one of the strengths of utilitarianism is that can apply to all ethical 
decisions. However, if moral particularism is true then, utilitarianism will similarly obscure the truth. In 
regard to (b), were a resolution to apply only by virtue of the most general property shared by the analo-
gous paradoxes, then the resolution will be simple (by virtue of turning on a single property), and strong 
(by virtue of being applicable to all the paradoxes). And whether it is worth sacrificing simplicity in 
order to gain further strength will be a question worth considering when comparing potential resolutions.
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Our focus is the graveness of wrongdoings. A key point to note about the grave-
ness of a wrongdoing is, that it is sensitive to both extrinsic and intrinsic factors. 
This point is related to one made by Öhman (2020), who stated that “the permissi-
bility of some actions appears to depend on the degree to which they are abstracted 
from their natural context” (p.133). So, two wrongdoings that might seem equally 
grave in abstraction (their intrinsic graveness), might not seem equally grave once 
we also consider other factors (their extrinsic graveness) - such as: the social context 
of the wrongdoing; how long ago the wrongdoing occurred; how distanced from 
reality a fictional wrongdoing may be; and who committed the wrongdoing (and 
there is bound to be further such factors.) Let’s examine each of these factors next.

Let us begin with the social context of a wrongdoing. Öhman (2020) rightly 
states that,

…it seems that a proper ethical analysis of the gamer’s dilemma would also 
require a full analysis of the social systems in which the actions—virtual mur-
der and virtual paedophilia—take place. (p.139)

Patridge (2013)22 also championed this factor, arguing that some wrongdoings 
are “egregious, long-term, systematic denials of justice that are of a particular kind: 
oppression” (p.310). Rape, molestation and homophobic insults are examples of 
such oppressive wrongdoings. For, not only is there a long history of these wrong-
doings being disproportionately suffered by disempowered groups (such as women, 
gay people, and children), they also constitute the cruel and/or unjust treatment 
of the disempowered by the empowered. The point to highlight here is that some 
wrongdoings (such as rape) can also be instances of other wrongdoings (such as 
oppression).

As some wrongdoings are also instances of other wrongdoings, they may be 
graver as a result. For example, although rape is intrinsically an extremely grave act 
(that is, by its nature, extremely serious), because of extrinsic and contingent factors, 
such as the role it has played, and continues to play in the oppression of women, it is 
graver still. If this is correct, then other off-limits wrongdoings, such as homophobic 
abuse and child molestation, may also be graver in the same way, since they too are 
instances of oppression.

Can the same be said of our examples of fair-game wrongdoings (murder, steal-
ing, and false imprisonment)? They do not seem, at least not to the same extent (or 
perhaps in the same way), to be instances of other wrongdoings on par with grave-
ness of systematic and long-standing oppression.

22 In fact, the grave resolution is very much inspired by Patridge’s incorrigible social meaning account 
(2013). Both propose that certain contingent facts about wrongdoings may require that they be taken 
more seriously, and both have a wider scope - applying to more than just cases of virtual wrongdoing. 
However, whilst Partridge focuses on people enjoying fictional wrongdoings, the grave resolution focuses 
on people treating wrongdoings lightly (where enjoying something might be one way to treat it lightly, 
but not the only way). Similarly, Patridge focuses on fictional wrongdoings that have “an incorrigible 
social meaning that targets groups of individuals…and minorities”(304), whilst the grave resolution 
focuses on the graveness of a wrongdoing (where the targeting a minority might be one way for a wrong-
doing to be graver, but not the only way).
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One might argue against this last point, perhaps by pointing out that murder is 
also an instance of other wrongdoings. For example, murder is a necessary part of 
mass murder. So perhaps murder is graver as a result. Maybe…but there does seem 
to be some important differences. For murders are not predominantly instances of 
mass-murders; whereas, conceivably, rapes are predominately (or at least more 
often) acts of oppression. Likewise, although undoubtedly murder affects some 
groups more than others, it seems rape is, and has been, to a far greater extent dis-
proportionately enacted upon women.

These historical features allow us to explain an intuition, and answer a challenge, 
introduced by Luck (2009a). Namely, why it is that,

…although computer games which entail virtual murder may be socially 
acceptable, it is doubtful that a game involving, for example, only murdering 
Jews or homosexuals, would be tolerated. It seems therefore, that unfairly sin-
gling out a group for harm is, in itself, additionally harmful. (Luck, p.34)

This additional harm is noticeable as the Jewish and gay communities have both 
been the victims of oppression, so unfairly singling them out for virtual murder 
makes the action graver still. In contrast, if the group singled out for harm were, for 
example, non-disabled people, we probably would not register any additional harm.

We might wish to consider further counter-examples at this juncture. For exam-
ple, imagine a shooter game where you exclusively murder white Americans as a 
black American.23 Many people would presumably think playing such a game would 
be impermissible. But it couldn’t be suggested that this is because of a history of 
black Americans oppressing white Americans. Yet, racially motivated attacks in 
general may be graver than their counterparts. Perhaps because there is a shame-
ful history of racially motivated attacks. And this reason is compatible with further 
reasons: perhaps such attacks are also intrinsically worse (conceivably murdering 
someone because of their race, constitutes both murder and an instance of racism); 
or perhaps because the game heightens xenophobia in general, cultivating an us-
and-them mentality that feeds the view that “black people are threats”.24

On this point I should be clear that, although some off-limits wrongdoings (e.g. 
molestation, rape, and homophobic and anti-Semitic aggression) may be graver 
than some fair-game wrongdoings (e.g. murder, stealing, and false imprisonment) 
as they are also instances of oppression, I am not suggesting they are graver only 
because they are instances of oppression (there may be additional reasons). Nor am 
I suggesting: that all off-limits wrongdoings are acts of oppression; that all grave 
wrongdoings are acts of oppression25; or that fair-game wrongdoings (such as mur-
der) aren’t grave (just that off-limit wrongdoings are graver still). My aim here is 
merely to illustrate one way that some off-limits wrongdoings may be graver than 

23 My thanks to a blind reviewer for this suggestion.
24 My thanks to a blind reviewer for this suggestion.
25 Although all acts of oppression are grave, it does not follow that all grave wrongdoings are acts of 
oppression. For example, intentionally causing a catastrophic bushfire is a grave wrongdoing (both seri-
ous and solemn), although it is not an act of oppression.
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fair-game wrongdoings because of their social context. But off-limits wrongdoings 
may be graver than fair-game wrongdoings for other reasons. That is, there may be 
other ways of affecting the graveness of a wrongdoing beyond it being, for example, 
an instance of oppression.

Another way of affecting the graveness of a wrongdoing may be to do with the 
passing of time; with the graveness of a wrongdoing decreasing over time. This 
might help explain the too soon phenomenon in comedy, where some jokes should 
not be told too soon after the tragic events to which they refer. Perhaps this is 
because some events are too grave at the time of their occurrence (and for some time 
afterwards) to treat lightly. And so, by telling a joke about an event too close to its 
occurrence, one is doing something wrong (like being insensitive or disrespectful). 
This might explain why virtually murdering people in a computer game as Peter 
Niers (a German bandit who died in 1581 and reputedly killed over 500 people) 
might seem less wrong than virtually murdering people as Stephen Paddock (the Las 
Vegas gunman who killed over 50 people in 2017).

Likewise, perhaps the graveness of a wrongdoing decreases as it is distanced 
from reality.26 For example, a computer game that allows you to play the fictional 
alien over-lord Zlarg, whose aim is to wipe out other alien races, might be more per-
missible than a game which allows you to play the fictional German Fuhrer Padolf 
Pitler, whose aim is to wipe out the Jewish people. Perhaps this is (at least partly) 
because sometimes the graveness of a fictional wrongdoing increases the more simi-
lar it is to a real instance of a wrongdoing. We might call this the too close phenom-
enon, to mirror the too soon phenomenon.27

Furthermore, the graveness of a wrongdoing may depend on who commits it. 
Kieran gives us an example of this regarding jokes:

We might laugh at or gasp in horror at the same joke depending upon who’s 
telling it and why. Take a joke that relies on assuming the fecklessness of black 

26 Patridge makes the same point in respect to incorrigible social meaning.
27 And there may be empirical support for both the too soon and too close phenomena. For example, 
regarding jokes about tragedies, McGraw et al. (2014) found that the passing of time “creates a comedic 
sweet spot that occurs when the psychological distance from a tragedy is large enough to buffer people 
from threat (creating a benign violation)…” (p.566). Likewise, a study by Cesarei and Codispoti (2008) 
suggested the smaller and lower the resolution of an image, the less-pronounced our emotions about the 
image would be. They note evidence that: "
 The largest activation [of emotional responses] follows real world stimuli that contain the largest num-
ber of descriptive features, for example, feeling the contact with a real poisonous [sic] snake. In compari-
son, progressively impoverished versions of the same stimulus that only preserve some of the original 
features (e.g., a picture or a drawing depicting a snake) would be less effective in activating nodes of 
associative networks and, therefore, would result in less-pronounced emotional responses…"(p.360) 
 However, even if studies indicate that the greater the psychological distance (be it in time, or in close-
ness to the actual world) from something like a tragedy or a venomous snake, the less likely it is to elicit 
a pronounced negative response (such as a feeling of graveness), this may not get us too far. For although 
evidence of such intuitions is a helpful start, what we are looking for a moral justification for the intui-
tion that we should permit one type of action, but not another. We are not looking for a psychological 
explanation for the intuition that one type of action is permissible, but not another. The projects are dis-
tinct (unless one is an ethical naturalist).
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men. If Chris Rock tells the joke we might laugh but if someone from the Ku 
Klux Klan tells it we might be appalled.(p.142)

A further example, provided by Davnall (2018), is that of people playing GTA; a 
game that arguably represents “working class people of colour as violent”(p.7).

There may be reappropriative ways for black people to engage with Grand 
Theft Auto games, analogous with the reappropriation of slurs...Any white 
person engaging with these games, though, must be subject to careful scrutiny 
for the ways in which they contribute to the symbolic reinforcement of racism 
and class. (p.5)

Davnall’s example helps us to see the possibility that the same act (in this case 
playing GTA) might be graver when performed by white people. As “a white person 
playing the game participates in a representation that has historically been used by 
white people to justify racial discrimination against people of colour”(p.7). In other 
words, participating in the misrepresentation of people based on their race might be 
a grave wrongdoing, but it graver still when undertaken by groups that have a long 
history of systemically benefiting from such acts.

So, to summarize, graveness is sensitive to a number of factors. A wrongdoing 
might be graver: the more it entails further wrongdoings (like rape being both a sex-
ual attack and an instance of oppression, or a racially motivated murder being both 
a lethal physical attack and an instance of racism); the more recently it has occurred 
(like the recent exploits of Stephen Paddock being graver than Peter Niers); the 
closer it is to an real instance of a wrongdoing (like a game where you play the 
fictional German Fuhrer Padolf Pitler); if committed by people who have systemi-
cally benefited from such a wrongdoing (like the misrepresentation of black people 
by white people). And there will be further factors than these. The point here is 
to suggest that the graveness of a wrongdoing can be affected by such factors; fac-
tors that we may not notice when wrongdoings are “abstracted from their natural 
context”(Öhman, 2020, p.133). And once a wrongdoing is sufficiently grave it may 
become off-limits.

And why is it that treating off-limits wrongdoings lightly is wrong? I am attracted 
to an explanation from virtue ethics, as is McCormick (2001), Corvino (2002), and 
Patridge (2013). Corvino offers a theory that might be adapted to explain why treat-
ing off-limits wrongdoings lightly is wrong; for treating off-limits wrongdoings 
lightly involves possessing an attitude to the wrongdoing which is incompatible with 
a proper appreciation of its graveness. Thus, the action demonstrates a failing of 
character.28 And so, as Partridge suggests, anyone who treats off-limits wrongdoings 

28 This may correspond to how we actually may make moral judgments. Sabo and Giner-Sorolla’s 
(2017) experiments identified that fictional purity violations (such as virtual child molestation) are evalu-
ated more negatively than fictional acts that are harmful, but are not purity violations (such as virtual 
murder), as they are “seen as more diagnostic of bad character” (p.134). (However, we should be wary 
not to confuse is with ought here.)
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lightly therefore exposes a flaw in their character (p.312). Which we might register 
as being disrespectful, ignorant, insensitive, cavalier, or offensive etc.29

The aim here has been to provide reason to think that, although one wrongdoing 
might not be obviously graver than another when we only consider the nature of the 
wrongdoing itself, it might be graver once we consider other factors (such as: the 
extent that a wrongdoing is part of another; how long ago the wrongdoing occurred; 
how similar is it to an real instance of a wrongdoing; and who performed the wrong-
doing). And it is because of such factors that off-limits wrongdoings may be graver 
than fair-game wrongdoings all things considered. And if off-limits wrongdoings are 
graver, then it is possible they may be too grave to make light of, whereas fair-game 
wrongdoings might not.

These points are being made in order to support the following argument:

 9. Fair-game wrongdoings are not too grave, and off-limits wrongdoings are too 
grave.

 10. Treating a wrongdoing lightly is permissible only if the wrongdoing is not too 
grave.

So,

 11. Fair-game wrongdoings have some property off-limits wrongdoings lack, 
where treating such wrongdoing lightly is permissible only if they have this 
property.

Where if this conclusion is true, proposition 2 of the paradox of treating wrong-
doing lightly will be false. Which would resolve this paradox and in turn resolve the 
gamer’s dilemma.

29 There have also recently been two worthwhile attempts at providing a Kantian account of the wrong-
ness of virtual murder. However, I am less sure these attempts could be modified to explain the wrong-
ness of treating fictional wrongdoings lightly. For example, Tilson (2018) argues that virtual/simulated 
murder is always to some extent wrong “by virtue of constituting a disrespectful act” (p.206) – but delib-
erately does not extend his argument the mere representation of a wrongdoing. Likewise Flattery (2021) 
argues that some instances of virtual murder may occur where the player “might employ maxims that 
would fail to satisfy the Categorical Imperative” – but these instance relate to cases where we “find our-
selves mistaking—or being led to mistake—the virtual for the real” (p.10). Alternatively Milne & Ivank-
ovic (2021) provide a potential consequentialist resolution to the gamer’s dilemma, arguing that “the 
taboo against paedophilia not only exists, unlike any taboo against murder, but also seems more easily 
justifiable on a rule-consequentalist basis” (p.15). This account I think could more easily be adapted to 
explain the wrongness of treating fictional wrongdoings lightly. As doing so in cases of off-limit wrong-
doings may be taboo, and these taboos (as a rule) protect us from harm (it might be argued).
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7  The Gamer’s Dilemma Again

To bring this all home, let us briefly return to the gamer’s dilemma. The central idea 
here is that some cases of virtual murder (X cases) represent fair-game wrongdoings 
(e.g. driving over an innocent bystander in the game GTA ). And some cases of vir-
tual child molestation (Y cases) represent off-limits wrongdoings (e.g. molesting a 
child in the game Rapelay). These are the cases where the dilemma seems to hold.30 
When comparing such cases we find there is a relevant difference. Namely that child 
molestation is graver than murder. How much graver? It’s hard to know exactly. But 
in these cases it seems child molestation is grave enough that, by engaging with it 
representation in a carefree or light-hearted manner, we treat it too lightly – whilst 
the same is not true of murder. So, what we now hopefully have is a principled way 
to draw a line.

Of course just because we have a principled line, doesn’t mean it will always be 
easy to draw it. However, this is a more general problem – and the grave resolution 
is in good company here. For example, utilitarianism is a clear and principled way to 
distinguish between actions that result in the most overall utility (which we should 
perform), and those that don’t (which we shouldn’t). But although the principle is 
clear, this doesn’t mean that it is always easy to apply. There will be cases where 
is will be very hard to determine which action will result in the most overall utility. 
Likewise, although I have outlined different factors that may affect the graveness of 
an action – which may aid us in the drawing of such a line, there will be cases where 
is will be hard to determine whether a wrongdoing is indeed too grave to make light 
of. (Perhaps future work might reduce such grey areas.)

8  Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to present a more explicit formulation of the gamer’s 
dilemma, and to illustrate how a potential resolution to this dilemma, the grave 
resolution, might also resolve a wider set of analogous dilemmas. To this end the 
dilemma was expressed as a paradox, limited to fair-game wrongdoings and off-limit 
wrongdoings, and widened in scope (so it applied more broadly to cases where such 
wrongdoings are treated lightly). The property of graveness was then introduced, 
and some reason given for why the degree of graveness might, at least partly, be 

30 It is worth noting that, following Ali (2015), there may be cases of virtual murder that are off-limits 
(e.g. in a baby murder simulation game), and cases of virtual child molestation that are fair-game (e.g. 
in a story game where the narrative makes it clear the act should not be treated lightly). So, we cannot 
assume all cases of virtual child molestation are graver than all cases of virtual murder. And in cases 
where the graveness of such acts are the same, the gamer’s dilemma will not hold (which is perhaps 
another way of framing Ali’s central thesis). But this possibility still allows for the dilemma to hold in 
cases where the graveness of virtual child molestation is sufficiently graver than that of virtual murder. 
And, somewhat contrary to Ali, the grave resolution doesn’t necessitate that virtual impermissible acts 
that have similar in-game contexts will also have similar levels of graveness (although it doesn’t exclude 
the possibility either).
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determined by extrinsic and contingent factors (in addition to intrinsic and neces-
sary factors). This was done in an effort to explain both, (a) why some wrongdo-
ings which seem equally intrinsically grave, may not be all-thing-considered equally 
grave, and (b) why it may be permissible to make light of some wrongdoings and 
not others, as some wrongdoings may be too grave to make light of. Of course, we 
should leave open the possibility that a single resolution might not successfully 
resolve the paradox of treating wrongdoing lightly. There might be multiple resolu-
tions that together resolve the paradox. However, the first step is to establish such 
resolutions (be they singular or multiple) to see if they actually do the work they 
should. The next step will be to compare them.31
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